We explore the augmentation of statistical machine translation models with features of the context of each phrase to be translated. This work extends several existing threads of research in statistical MT, including the use of context in example-based machine translation (Carl and Way, 2003) and the incorporation of word sense disambiguation into a translation model (Chan et al., 2007) . The context features we consider use surrounding words and part-of-speech tags, local syntactic structure, and other properties of the source language sentence to help predict each phrase's translation. Our approach requires very little computation beyond the standard phrase extraction algorithm and scales well to large data scenarios. We report significant improvements in automatic evaluation scores for Chineseto-English and English-to-German translation, and also describe our entry in the WMT-08 shared task based on this approach.
Introduction
Machine translation (MT) by statistical modeling of bilingual phrases is one of the most successful approaches in the past few years. Phrase-based MT systems are straightforward to train from parallel corpora (Koehn et al., 2003) and, like the original IBM models (Brown et al., 1990) , benefit from standard language models built on large monolingual, target-language corpora (Brants et al., 2007) . Many of these systems perform well in competitive evaluations and scale well to large-data situations (NIST, 2006; . End-toend phrase-based MT systems can be built entirely from freely-available tools .
We follow the approach of Koehn et al. (2003) , in which we translate a source-language sentence f into the target-language sentenceê that maximizes a linear combination of features and weights: 1 ê,â = argmax e,a
score(e, a, f )
= argmax e,a M m=1 λ m h m (e, a, f ) (2) where a represents the segmentation of e and f into phrases and a correspondence between phrases, and each h m is a R-valued feature with learned weight λ m . The translation is typically found using beam search (Koehn et al., 2003) . The weights λ 1 , ..., λ M are typically learned to directly minimize a standard evaluation criterion on development data (e.g., the BLEU score; Papineni et al., (2002) ) using numerical search (Och, 2003) . Many features are used in phrase-based MT, but nearly ubiquitous are estimates of the conditional translation probabilities p(e j i | f k ) and p(f k | e j i ) for each phrase pair e j i , f l k in the candidate sentence pair. 2 In this paper, we add and evaluate fea-1 In the statistical MT literature, this is often referred to as a "log-linear model," but since the score is normalized during neither parameter training nor decoding, and is never interpreted as a log-probability, it is essentially a linear combination of feature functions. Since many of the features are actually probabilities, this linear combination is closer to a mixture model. 2 We will use x j i to denote the subsequence of x containing the ith through jth elements of x, inclusive.
tures that condition on additional context features on the source (f ) side:
The advantage of considering context is wellknown and exploited in the example-based MT community (Carl and Way, 2003) . Recently researchers have begun to use source phrase context information in statistical MT systems (Stroppa et al., 2007) . Statistical NLP researchers understand that conditioning a probability model on more information is helpful only if there are sufficient training data to accurately estimate the context probabilities. 3 Sparse data are often the death of elaborate models, though this can be remedied through careful smoothing.
In this paper we leverage the existing linear model (Equation 2) to bring source-side context into phrase-based MT in a way that is robust to data sparseness. We interpret the linear model as a mixture of many probability estimates based on different context features, some of which may be very sparse. The mixture coefficients are trained in the usual way ("minimum error-rate training," Och, 2003) , so that the additional context is exploited when it is useful and ignored when it isn't.
The paper proceeds as follows. We first review related work that enriches statistical translation models using context ( §2). We then propose a set of source-side features to be incorporated into the translation model, including the novel use of syntactic context from source-side parse trees and global position within f ( §3). We explain why analogous target-side features pose a computational challenge ( §4). Specific modifications to the standard training and evaluation paradigm are presented in §5. Experimental results are reported in §6. Stroppa et al. (2007) added souce-side context features to a phrase-based translation system, including conditional probabilities of the same form that we use. They consider up to two words and/or POS tags of context on either side. Because of the aforementioned data sparseness problem, they use a decision-tree classifier that implicitly smooths relative frequency estimates. The method improved over a standard phrase-based baseline trained on small amounts of data (< 50K sentence pairs) for Italian → English and Chinese → English. We explore a significantly larger space of context features, a smoothing method that more naturally fits into the widely used, errordriven linear model, and report a more comprehensive experimental evaluation (including feature comparison and scaling up to very large datasets).
Related Work
Recent research on the use of word-sense disambiguation in machine translation also points toward our approach. For example, Vickrey et al. (2005) built classifiers inspired by those used in word sense disambiguation to fill in blanks in a partially-completed translation. Giménez and Màrquez (2007) extended the work by considering phrases and moved to full translation instead of filling in target-side blanks. They trained an SVM for each source language phrase using local features of the sentences in which the phrases appear. Carpuat and Wu (2007) and Chan et al. (2007) embedded state-of-the-art word sense disambiguation modules into statistical MT systems, achieving performance improvements under several automatic measures for Chinese → English translation.
Our approach is also reminiscent of examplebased machine translation (Nagao, 1984; Somers, 1999; Carl and Way, 2003) , which has for many years emphasized use of the context in which source phrases appear when translating them. Indeed, like the example-based community, we do not begin with any set of assumptions about which kinds of phrases require additional disambiguation (cf. the application of word-sense disambiguation, which is motivated by lexical ambiguity). Our feature-rich approach is omnivorous and can exploit any linguistic analysis of an input sentence.
Source-Side Context Features
Adding features to the linear model (Equation 2) that consider more of the source sentence requires changing the decoder very little, if at all. The reason is that the source sentence is fully observed, so the information to be predicted is the same as beforethe difference is that we are using more clues to carry out the prediction.
We see this as an opportunity to include many more features in phrase-based MT without increasing the cost of decoding at runtime. This discussion is reminiscent of an advantage gained by moving from hidden Markov models to conditional random fields for sequence labeling tasks. While the same core algorithm is used for decoding with both models, a CRF allows inclusion of features that consider the entire observed sequence-i.e., more of the observable context of each label to be predicted. Although this same advantage was already obtained in statistical MT through the transition from "noisy channel" translation models to (log-)linear models, the customary set of features used in most phrasebased systems does not take full advantage of the observed data.
The standard approach to estimating the phrase translation conditional probability features is via relative frequencies (here e and f are phrases):
Our new features all take the form p(e | f , f context ), where e is the target language phrase, f is the source language phrase, and f context is the context of the source language phrase in the sentence in which it was observed. Like the context-bare conditional probabilities, we estimate probability features using relative frequencies:
Since we expect that adding conditioning variables will lead to sparser counts and therefore more zero estimates, we compute features for many different types of context. To combine the many differently-conditioned features into a single model, we provide them as features to the linear model (Equation 2) and use minimum error-rate training (Och, 2003) to obtain interpolation weights λ m . This is similar to an interpolation of backed-off estimates, if we imagine that all of the different contexts are differently-backed off estimates of the complete context. The error-driven weight training effectively smooths one implicit context-rich estimate p(e | f , f context ) so that all of the backed-off estimates are taken into account, including the original p(e | f ). Our approach is asymmetrical; we have not, for example, estimated features of the form p(f , f context | e).
We next discuss the specific source-side context features used in our model.
Lexical Context Features
The most obvious kind of context of a source phrase f k is the m-length sequence before it (f k−1 k−m ) and the m-length sequence after it (f +m +1 ). We include context features for m ∈ {1, 2}, padding sentences with m special symbols at the beginning and at the end. For each value of m, we include three features:
), both sides.
Shallow Syntactic Features
Lexical context features, especially when m > 1, are expected to be sparse. Representing the context by part-of-speech (POS) tags is one way to overcome that sparseness. We used the same set of the lexical context features described above, but with POS tags replacing words in the context. We also include a feature which conditions on the POS tag sequence of the actual phrase being translated.
Syntactic Features
If a robust parser is available for the source language, we can include context features from parse trees. We used the following parse tree features:
• Is the phrase (exactly) a constituent?
• What is the nonterminal label of the lowest node in the parse tree that covers the phrase?
• What is the nonterminal label or POS of the highest nonterminal node that ends immediately before the phrase? Begins immediately after the phrase? 
Positional Features
We include features based on the position of the phrase in the source sentence, the phrase length, and the sentence length. These features use information from the entire source sentence, but are not syntactic. For a phrase f k in a sentence f of length n:
• Is the phrase at the start of the sentence (k = 1)?
• Is the phrase at the end of the sentence ( = n)?
• A quantization of r = k+ −k+1 2 n , the relative position in (0, 1) of the phrase's midpoint within f . We choose the smallest q ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} such that q > r.
• A quantization of c = −k+1 n , the fraction of the words in f that are covered by the phrase. We choose the smallest q ∈ { An illustration of the context features is shown in Fig. 1 . Consider the phrase pair "the report of the committee"/"den Bericht des Ausschusses" extracted by our English → German baseline MT system (described in §6.3). The German word "Bericht" is a masculine noun; therefore, it takes the article "der" in the nominative case, "den" in the accusative case, and "dem" in the dative case. These three translations are indeed available in the phrase table for "the report of the committee" (see Table 1 , "no context" column), with relatively high entropy.
The choice between "den" and "der" must be made by the language model alone.
Knowing that the phrase follows a verb, or appears to the right of the sentence's root word, or within the second fifth of the sentence should help. Indeed, a probability distribution that conditions on context features gives more peaked distributions that give higher probability to the correct translation, given this context, and lower probability given some other contexts (see Table 1 ).
Why Not Target-Side Context?
While source context is straightforward to exploit in a model, including target-side context features breaks one of the key independence assumptions made by phrase-based translation models: the translations of the source-side phrases are conditionally independent of each other, given f , thereby requiring new algorithms for decoding (Marino et al., 2006) .
We suggest that target-side context may already be well accounted for in current MT systems. Indeed, language models pay attention to the local context of phrases, as do reordering models. The recent emphasis on improving these components of a translation system (Brants et al., 2007) is likely due in part to the widespread availability of NLP tools for the language that is most frequently the target: English. We will demonstrate that NLP tools (tag- Table 1: Phrase table entries for "the report of the committee" and their scores under different contexts. These are the top three phrases in the baseline English → German system ("no context" column). Contexts from the source sentence in Fig. 1 (starred) predict correctly; we show also alternative contexts that give very different distributions.
gers and parsers) for the source side can be used to improve the translation model, exploiting analysis tools for other languages.
Implementation
The additional data required to compute the context features is extracted along with the phrase pairs during execution of the standard phrase extraction algorithm, affecting phrase extraction and scoring time by a constant factor. We avoid the need to modify the standard phrase-based decoder to handle context features by appending a unique identifier to each token in the sentences to be translated. Then, we precompute a phrase table for the phrases in these sentences according to the phrase contexts. To avoid extremely long lists of translations of common tokens, we filter the generated phrase tables, removing entries for which the estimate of p(e | f ) < c, for some small c. In our experiments, we fixed c = 0.0002. This filtering reduced time for experimentation dramatically and had no apparent effect on the translation output. We did not perform any filtering for the baseline system.
Experiments
In this section we present experimental results using our context-endowed phrase translation model with a variety of different context features, on Chinese → English, German → English, and English → Ger- Baseline We use the Moses MT system as a baseline and closely follow the example training procedure given for the WMT-07 and WMT-08 shared tasks. 4 In particular, we perform word alignment in each direction using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) , apply the "grow-diag-finaland" heuristic for symmetrization and use a maximum phrase length of 7. In addition to the two phrase translation conditionals p(e | f ) and p(f | e), we use lexical translation probabilities in each direction, a word penalty, a phrase penalty, a lengthbased reordering model, a lexicalized reordering model, and an n-gram language model, SRILM implementation (Stolcke, 2002) with modified KneserNey smoothing (Chen and Goodman, 1998) . Minimum error-rate (MER) training (Och, 2003) was applied to obtain weights (λ m in Equation 2) for these features. A recaser is trained on the target side of the parallel corpus using the script provided with Moses. All output is recased and detokenized prior to evaluation.
Evaluation We evaluate translation output using three automatic evaluation measures: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , NIST (Doddington, 2002) , and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005 , version 0.6). 5 All measures used were the case-sensitive, corpuslevel versions. The version of BLEU used was that provided by NIST. Significance was tested using a paired bootstrap (Koehn, 2004) Table 3 
Chinese → English
For our Chinese → English experiments, two kinds of data were used: UN proceedings, and newswire as used in NIST evaluations.
UN Data UN data results are reported in Table 2. Significant improvements are obtained on all three evaluation measures-e.g., more than 3 BLEU points-using lexical or lexical and shallow features. While improvements are smaller for other features and feature combinations, performance is not harmed by conditioning on context features. Note that using syntactic features gave 1 BLEU point of improvement.
News Data In News data experiments, none of our features obtained BLEU performance statistically distinguishable from the baseline of 0.2700 BLEU (neither better, nor worse). The News training corpus is less than half the size of the UN training corpus (in words); unsurprisingly, the context features were too sparse to be helpful. Further, newswire are less formulaic and repetitive than UN proceedings, so contexts do not generalize as well from training to test data. Fortunately, our "error-minimizing mixture" approach protects the BLEU score, which the λ m are tuned to optimize.
Combined UN + News Data Our next experiment used all of the available training data (> 200M words on each side) to train the models, in-domain λ m tuning, and testing for each domain separately; see Table 3 . Without context features, training on mixed-domain data consistently harms performance. With contexts that include lexical features, the mixed-domain model significantly outperforms the in-domain baseline for UN data. These results suggest that context features enable better use of outof-domain data, an important advantage for statistical MT since parallel data often arise from very different sources than those of "real-world" translation scenarios. On News data, context features did not give a significant advantage on the BLEU score, though syntactic and ≤ 1 POS contexts did give significant NIST and METEOR improvements over the in-domain baseline.
German → English
We do not report full results for this task, because the context features neither helped nor hurt performance significantly. We believe this is due to data sparseness resulting from the size of the training corpus (26M German words), German's relatively rich morphology, and the challenges of German parsing. Table 4 :
English → German experiments: training and testing on Europarl data. WMT-07 Europarl parallel training data was used for training, dev06 was used for tuning, devtest06 was used for feature selection and developmental testing, and test07 was used for final testing. Boldface marks scores significantly higher than "None."
English → German
English → German results are shown in Table 4 . The baseline system here is highly competitive, having scored higher on automatic evaluation measures than any other system in the WMT-07 shared task . Though most results are not statistically significant, small improvements do tend to come from syntactic context features. Comparing with the German → English experiment, we attribute this effect to the high accuracy of the English parser compared to the German parser.
Feature Selection
Translation performance does not always increase when features are added to the model. This motivates the use of feature selection algorithms to choose a subset of features to optimize performance. We experimented with several feature selection algorithms based on information-theoretic quantities computed among the source phrase, the target phrase, and the context, but found that a simple forward variable selection algorithm (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003) worked best. In this procedure, we start with no context features and, at each iteration, add the single feature that results in the largest increase in BLEU score on an unseen development set after λ m tuning. The algorithm terminates if no features are left or if none result in an increase in BLEU. We ran this algorithm to completion for the two Chinese → English tune/test sets (training on all data in each case) and the English → German task; see Tables 3 and 4 . In all cases, the algorithm finishes after ≤ 4 iterations.
Feature selection for Chinese → English (UN) first chose the lexical feature "1 word on each side," then the positional feature indicating which fifth of the sentence contains the phrase, and finally the lexical feature "1 word on right." For News, the features chosen were the shallow syntactic feature "1 POS on each side," then the positional beginningof-sentence feature, then the position relative to the root (a syntactic feature). For English → German, the shallow syntactic feature "2 POS on left," then the lexical feature "1 word on right" were selected.
In the case where context features were most helpful (Chinese → English UN data), we found feature selection to be competitive at 2.28 BLEU points above the no-context baseline, but not the best achieved. In the other two cases (Chinese → English News and English → German Europarl), our best results were achieved using these automatically selected features, and in the Chinese → English News case, improvements on all three scores (including 1.37 BLEU points) are significant compared to the no-context baseline trained on the same data.
WMT-08 Shared Task: English → German
Since we began this research before the release of the data for the WMT-08 shared task, we performed the majority of our experiments using the data released for the WMT-07 shared task (see Appendix B). To prepare our entry for the 2008 shared task, we trained a baseline system on the 2008 data using a nearly identical configuration. 7 Table 5 compares performance of the baseline system (with no context features) to performance with the two context features chosen automatically as described in §6.4. In addition to the devtest06 data, we report results on the 2007 and 2008 Europarl test sets. Most improvements were statistically significant.
Future Work
In future work, we plan to apply more sophisticated learning algorithms to rich-feature phrase Table 5 : English → German shared task system results using WMT-08 Europarl parallel data for training, dev06 for tuning, and three test sets, including the final 2008 test set. The row labeled "Context" uses the top-performing feature set {2 POS on left, 1 word on right}. Boldface marks scores that are significantly higher than the baseline. models, including the lexicalized reordering model and the lexical translation model in the Moses MT system, or hierarchical or syntactic models (Chiang, 2005) . Additional linguistic analysis (e.g., morphological disambiguation, named entity recognition, semantic role labeling) can be used to define new context features.
Conclusion
We have described a straightforward, scalable method for improving phrase translation models by modeling features of a phrase's source-side context. Our method allows incorporation of features from any kind of source-side annotation and barely affects the decoding algorithm. Experiments show performance rivaling or exceeding strong, state-of-the-art baselines on standard translation tasks. Automatic feature selection can be used to achieve performance gains with just two or three context features. Performance is strongest when large in-domain training sets and high-accuracy NLP tools for the source language are available.
